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Abstract. Chemical clearing of fixed tissues is becoming a key instrument for the three-dimensional reconstruction of macroscopic tissue portions, including entire organs. Indeed, the growing interest in this field has both triggered and been stimulated by recent advances in high-throughput microscopy and data analysis methods, which allowed imaging and management of large samples. The strong entanglement between clearing methods and imaging technology is often overlooked, as typical classification of the former is based only on the chemicals used. Here, we review the recent literature in the field, proposing a taxonomy of clearing techniques based on their mating with the major high-throughput microscopes. We hope that this application-oriented classification can help researchers to find the protocol best suited to their experiment among the many present in the literature. © 2016 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.21.8.081205]
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1 Introduction

Cutting tissue into thin slices has been the standard practice in histology since its early days. Indeed, this approach allows solving (although roughly) two problems at once, i.e., absence of optical sectioning in conventional wide-field microscopes and tissue opacity. However, biological structures are inherently three-dimensional (3-D); for this reason, scientists have always tried to extend tissue imaging to thick specimens. On the imaging side, the invention of confocal microscopy by Minsky in 1955,1 the development of two-photon microscopy in 1990,2 and the recent revival of light-sheet microscopy,3 have provided a wide choice of microscopy methods allowing optical sectioning, i.e., 3-D resolution. On the other hand, the effectiveness and usability of these techniques in real macroscopic specimens are hampered, because biological specimens are naturally opaque.

In general, the main source of this opaqueness is not absorption, which is characteristic only of a subset of tissues (most notably blood, muscles, and liver), but scattering. Indeed, every biological sample is ultimately constituted by high-refractive index molecules (lipids and proteins) immersed in a low-refractive medium (water). The “dry” refractive index of tissue, which takes into account the biomolecules contribution, has been estimated to be $n_{\text{dry}} = 1.50$.4 The mismatch between this value and $n_{\text{water}} (1.33)$ results in multiple scattering events, eventually resulting in an opaque sample.

The general approach pursued by almost all clearing methods is therefore to reduce as much as possible the refractive index mismatch between biomolecules and the surrounding medium. On the one hand, water can be replaced by liquids or mixtures with a higher refractive index. On the other hand, $n_{\text{dry}}$ can be modified by removing some components (as lipids) or by modifying the optical properties of others (e.g., changing the hydration state of proteins). For this reason, the final refractive index of the cleared tissue ($n_{\text{cleared}}$) can have different values according to the protocol used, ranging from 1.38 to 1.56.5 An excellent review of tissue clearing methods, classified by the underlying mechanism, has been recently presented by Richardson and Lichtman.6

Ideally, an optical clearing method should provide high transparency of the samples, preserve endogenous fluorescence, allow exogenous molecular staining—e.g., immunohistochemistry (IHC) or fluorescence in situ hybridization—and be applicable to a wide range of samples in terms of species (rodents, primates, and humans), organs, and age. Other quite desirable properties are speed, ease of use, large reproducibility, safety, and low cost of the chemicals used. Of course, such an ideal method is unfeasible in real laboratory life, and one has to sacrifice some features to preserve those that are necessary given the microscopy technique used and the experiment to be performed.

Anyway, choosing the appropriate clearing protocol might be difficult, given the plethora (more than 20) of methods presented in the literature in the last years.5,6,8–27 Here, we try to classify clearing approaches based on the microscopy technique where they can be applied, rather than on the clearing mechanism.7 We believe that this new taxonomy can be a helpful starting point for microscopists willing to work with transparent tissue.

We first report the traditional taxonomy of clearing methods (Sec. 2); afterward, we describe our new classification scheme (Sec. 3). After discussing future perspectives in the field (Sec. 4), we conclude with a small checklist that might help to find the potential and the limits of newly published methods (Sec. 5).

2 Classical Taxonomy

The traditional subdivision of clearing procedures is based on the main physical mechanism underlying the clearing process.
In this taxonomy, four families of techniques can be identified: organic solvents, aqueous solutions with high refractive index, protein hyperhydration, and tissue transformation.

### 2.1 Organic Solvents

The first clearing method for fixed tissue, reported by Spalteholz a hundred years ago, was based on the substitution of water with a mixture of benzyl benzoate and methyl salicylate, showing a refractive index of about 1.55. Since benzyl benzoate is insoluble in water, an intermediate dehydration step based on ethanol was introduced. This general scheme (dehydration followed by incubation in high-refractive index solvents) has been reintroduced by Dott et al. who exploited as index-matching solution a mixture of benzyl alcohol and benzyl benzoate (BABB, \( n = 1.55 \)). Since the original BABB protocol quenches the emission of fluorescent proteins after a short time period, the same group investigated alternative dehydration and clearing agents, finding that dehydration with tetrahydrofuran (THF) and clearing in dibenzyl ether (DBE, \( n = 1.56 \)) achieved the best results in fluorescence preservation and sample transparency (3DISCO). Notably, the authors pointed out that both THF and DBE tend to develop fluorescence-quenching peroxides, and for this reason all solutions should be previously filtered in alumina.

Other improvements on BABB clearing, based on pH control and different dehydration agents, have been recently reported by Schwarz et al. (FluoClearBABB). A further extension of clearing based on organic solvents is represented by the embedding of samples in clear, organic-based, solid resins: an intriguing feature of this method is the large reduction of photobleaching.

### 2.2 High-Refractive Index Aqueous Solutions

Fluorescence can be more easily preserved if the sample is maintained in an aqueous, protein-friendly environment. Indeed, fluorescence quenching observed in organic solvents (at least in some protocols) stimulated the quest for water-based solutions with high refractive index. Some methods exploit high-concentration solutions of sugars, such as sucrose (\( n = 1.44 \)) or fructose (SeeDB and FRUIT, \( n = 1.48 \)). A drawback of sugar solutions is their high viscosity; to solve this problem, alternative approaches based on organic compounds like 2,2′-thiodiethanol (TDE, \( n = 1.42 \)) have been proposed. The family of water-based clearing includes also commercial solutions whose detailed composition is not known (FocusClear, \( n = 1.45 \)).

### 2.3 Hyperhydrating Solutions

In general, the index of refraction of aqueous solutions cannot be increased above 1.48. However, this is usually not enough to correctly match the average refractive index of the dry component of the tissue. A workaround to this problem is to simultaneously act on tissue components (such as proteins) to lower their effective refractive index, and/or to remove other components such as lipids. Indeed, lipid removal exploiting a polyalcohol (glycerol) and a detergent (Triton X-100), and protein hyperhydration with urea are the main building blocks of the Scale method (\( n = 1.38 \)). The results obtained with Scale triggered a more comprehensive screening of chemical agents (polyalcohols, detergents, and hydrophilic compounds), which resulted in a protocol called CUBIC (\( n = 1.48 \)). CUBIC has been recently further optimized to afford clearing of the whole mouse body, guaranteeing also discoloration of hemoglobin. A further development of Scale is ScaleS, a method where glycerol is replaced by sorbitol.

Another protocol exploiting hyperhydration (without lipid removal) is based on formamide/water mixtures (ClearT), \( n = 1.44 \).

### 2.4 Tissue Transformation

Although removal of lipids from the tissue does provide increased transparency at moderate refractive indexes (<1.48, affordable by aqueous solutions), the use of strong detergents results also in a loss of protein content from the tissue. Furthermore, strongly hydrophilic molecules like urea can lead to protein denaturation, hindering epitopes potentially useful for IHC. Tissue transformation techniques try to stabilize the protein content of the sample by cross-linking proteins to a gel mesh. The pioneer methodology in the field has been CLARITY, where proteins and nucleic acids are cross-linked to a polyacrylamide gel by paraformaldehyde. The tissue–gel hybrid is then treated with a strong detergent [sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)] for lipid removal. Finally, the sample is immersed in an index-matching solution (originally FocusClear) to render it transparent.

Lipid removal by SDS can be sped up by electrophoresis or by raising incubation temperature. However, strong electric field or high temperatures can damage tissue–gel hybrids on both a structural and molecular level. Stochastic implementations of electrophoresis and novel tissue-hybrid recipes improve sample stability while keeping lipid removal time quite short (few days). Continuous perfusion of the sample with SDS is another approach to improve clearing speed. Since the same perfusion system can be used also to deliver...
hydrogel monomers as well as immunohistochemical solutions (like antibodies and blocking buffers), this approach has been termed perfusion-assisted agent release in situ (PARS).\textsuperscript{18}

Other improvements to the original CLARITY approach include the use of cheaper index matching solutions, such as TDE;\textsuperscript{19} histodenz;\textsuperscript{18,17} or diatrizoic acid.\textsuperscript{16,17}

Tissue-transforming methods are usually quite complex and expensive; nonetheless, they are attractive because of the high degree of transparency and of the increased sample porosity, which helps whole-mount IHC on large portions of tissue.\textsuperscript{14,19} Diffusion of antibody inside the sample can be further facilitated by the application of stochastic electric fields.\textsuperscript{16}

3 Application-Oriented Taxonomy

The classification of clearing protocols presented in the previous section (and described in more detail in Ref. 7) is definitely useful for researchers willing to develop new methods or optimize existing ones. However, we believe that this subdivision might be confusing for researchers looking for the method most suitable for their application. For this reason, we propose a different taxonomy of state of the art clearing methods (Fig. 2) based on the microscopy method used, the need for ex vivo tissue staining, and other practical considerations, such as technical complexity and expensiveness.

3.1 Whole Organ Imaging with Light-Sheet Microscopy

Providing optical sectioning in a wide-field detection scheme, light-sheet microscopy (LSM) is one of the fastest methods for volumetric imaging.\textsuperscript{3} Planar illumination can be provided either by cylindrical optics\textsuperscript{20} or by one-dimensional scanning of a line.\textsuperscript{30} The excitation beam is poorly focused, guaranteeing that the thickness of the light sheet is almost constant within the field of view of the camera. Visible light is generally used, although two-photon LSM has been demonstrated for small samples.\textsuperscript{31} The linear excitation mechanism makes this technique quite sensitive to light scattering inside the sample, which results in unwanted blur and eventually in a completely misty image. Therefore, although some optical methods to reduce scattering effects have been devised in the last years (like confocal detection\textsuperscript{22,23} and Bessel beam illumination\textsuperscript{24}), LSM requires the sample to be as transparent as possible for proper imaging. Indeed, LSM of macroscopic biological specimens was coupled to tissue clearing since its first reported application in 1993.\textsuperscript{35}

When choosing the appropriate clearing method for LSM, the most important feature to be taken into account is a complete, crystalline, clearing. “Average” transparency usually does not work. Here below, we list published clearing protocols suitable for LSM, according to their compatibility with endogenous fluorescence (e.g., GFP) and/or ex vivo tissue staining. A visual summary of the clearing and imaging capabilities of the various methods is reported in Fig. 3.

3.1.1 Endogenous fluorescence

Dodt et al.\textsuperscript{8} demonstrated the possibility of applying LSM to transgenic fluorescent mice (thy1-GFP-M) with BABB clearing. However, the preservation of GFP fluorescence with this protocol was not always guaranteed. In the following years, the same group successfully tackled this issue, optimizing chemical clearing of GFP-expressing mouse brain.\textsuperscript{26} In addition to an accurate selection of the reagents, the importance of removing fluorescence-quenching peroxides from the solutions was underlined.\textsuperscript{14}

Unfortunately, this step adds a practical complication to an otherwise very easy protocol, since it requires the use of a chromatography column setup. On the other hand, a recent article reported a modified yet simple BABB protocol providing high transparency and good preservation of fluorescence, obtained by proper pH titration of the solutions used.\textsuperscript{26}

In general, organic solvents provide superior sample transparency—the best in our experience—and, if properly optimized, good preservation of endogenous fluorescence. In our opinion, the real problem with these clearing protocols is another one, often overlooked: no objective lens suitable for immersion in BABB or DBE exists on the market. (Leica produces a BABB-corrected objective, but with very short working distance, thus useless for whole-brain LSM.) Researchers commonly use air objectives, introducing very large spherical aberration that leads to a dramatic reduction in the detected signal and in the optical sectioning capabilities of LSM.\textsuperscript{37} A promising approach to recover diffraction-limited performances is the use of specialized optical elements for the correction of air objectives, as described by Dodt et al.\textsuperscript{38} If these devices would become commercially available, they could boost the use of organic solvents for clearing.

On the other hand, clearing methods resulting in an overall lower refractive index can exploit objective lenses corrected up to $n = 1.52$. Organs cleared with CUBIC have a refractive index of 1.38;\textsuperscript{22} and present a quite good transparency, although not as good as with DBE.
CLARITY, which uses as index-matching agent FocusClear ($n = 1.47$), can provide crystal-clear entire mouse brains,\textsuperscript{14} and indeed it has been successfully applied in combination with LSM.\textsuperscript{15,39} Tissue processing with CLARITY requires at least 1 week (while it can be performed in 1 to 2 days with DBE). Recently, a speed-up of the clearing process has been achieved using stochastic electrotransport of lipids.\textsuperscript{16}

The use of electrophoresis, either “standard” or stochastic, introduces great technical complexity, unless a commercial system is used. Passive methods, relying on spontaneous diffusion of lipids, have been described.\textsuperscript{15,18} Different implementations, like passive CLARITY\textsuperscript{15} or passive clarity technique (PACT),\textsuperscript{18} differ in the concentration of SDS and in the solution used for refractive index matching. Although these approaches are much easier to reproduce than electrophoresis-based ones, some tricky experimental procedures (like sample degassing prior to polymerization) are still present. In addition, proper sample clearing can take months in this case. Faster clearing can be obtained using perfusion to deliver \textit{in situ} the fat-removing solution (PARS), but at the expense of added technical complexity.\textsuperscript{18}

As a final remark on CLARITY techniques, it is worth noting that many alternative cost-effective index-matching solutions, replacing the expensive FocusClear, have been reported, like Histodenz,\textsuperscript{18} TDE,\textsuperscript{19} and diatrizoic acid.\textsuperscript{16,17}

### 3.1.2 \textit{Ex vivo} tissue staining

Performing molecular labeling on the entire mouse brain, or on large portion of it, is quite challenging because conventional protocols rely on slow spontaneous diffusion. Indeed, immunostaining of large portions of adult mouse brain (hypothalamus) reported with the CUBIC protocol required an overall staining time of about 1 week.\textsuperscript{22} Also in the highly porous tissue-gel hybrids produced by CLARITY, whole-brain IHC takes several weeks of incubation.\textsuperscript{14} However, CLARITY is, to our knowledge, the only protocol where IHC on whole adult mouse brains has been successfully demonstrated. CLARITY has shown to be compatible with fluorescence \textit{in situ} hybridization, too.\textsuperscript{18}

A significant speed up on whole-organ immunolabeling can be afforded exploiting the same stochastic electrotransport principle used for lipid removal. With this approach entire mouse brains can be immunostained overnight.\textsuperscript{16} Although this method is technically challenging, it can open the door to high-throughput molecular staining on large tissue blocks, driving the application of LSM on big volumes of human tissue.

Large-volume immunolabeling can be also combined with organic solvent clearing (iDISCO).\textsuperscript{10} The authors reported mainly application with mouse embryos, although portions of adult mouse brain have been stained as well. This protocol is limited by the long incubation times and, from a practical point of view, by the extensive use of a toxic chemical (methanol).

### 3.2 Large Area Imaging with Two-Photon or Confocal Microscopy

Confocal and two-photon fluorescence microscopy (TPFM) are probably the most common imaging methods capable of optical sectioning (i.e., volumetric imaging).\textsuperscript{40–42} Typical setups are based on epi-fluorescence detection and a scanning system (usually a pair of galvo mirrors) to reconstruct the image of the sample point by point. Optical sectioning capabilities of both methods are proportional to the NA of the objective used, and in practice moderate to large numerical apertures (NA > 0.5) are used. This fact contributes to render confocal and two-photon microscopy sensible to optical aberrations.\textsuperscript{43} Thus, in general, these techniques require objective lenses corrected for the refractive index of the clearing solution employed.

The sequential acquisition scheme usually employed in confocal and two-photon microscopy limits imaging speed,\textsuperscript{16} restricting the common use of these methods only portions of entire organs.\textsuperscript{15} To afford full reconstruction of whole mouse brains, significant engineering efforts are required to keep system stability over long (several weeks) imaging times.\textsuperscript{44,45} These stability requirements also apply to the sample itself; if cm-sized samples have to be imaged with point-scanning methods, the clearing method used must provide long-term sample stability and fluorescence preservation.

TPFM is known to perform well deep inside scattering tissue.\textsuperscript{42} Indeed, due to the nonlinearity of excitation, diffused light does not contribute to background signal since it cannot reach enough intensity to excite fluorescence; in addition, the near-infrared wavelengths used for excitation are scattered less by biological specimens. TPFM is nowadays the standard method for \textit{in vivo} imaging deep (up to 700 to 800 μm) in mouse
brain. However, the penetration depth of this method in aldehyde-fixed tissue is reduced to about 300 μm because of increased optical scattering. Nonetheless, the robustness to scattering intrinsic to TPFM allows its use for volumetric imaging also in poorly cleared specimens.

To summarize, when choosing the appropriate clearing protocol for confocal or two-photon microscopy, the main requirement concerns the availability of suitable objective lenses, while for TPFM high transparency is not as crucial as for LSM. From these considerations, we can conclude that high-refractive-index organic solvents are not the best choice in this case, while direct immersion in aqueous solution can be a valid approach, although it provides only moderate transparency. Finally, if one wants to exploit serial tissue sectioning to perform reconstructions on larger areas, also tissue stability and cutting capability become important and should be taken into account.

Here below, we list published clearing protocols suitable for confocal and two-photon microscopy, according to their compatibility with endogenous fluorescence (e.g., GFP) and/or ex vivo tissue staining. A visual summary of the clearing and imaging capabilities of the various methods is reported in Fig. 4.

### 3.2.1 Endogenous fluorescence

Scale was the first clearing method demonstrated with two-photon microscopy. Although it cannot provide high transparency across the whole mouse brain, its clearing effectiveness is well enough for TPFM. It drove the development of commercial objective lenses corrected for high refractive indexes (around 1.38), with long working distances (>5 mm), and moderate to high NA (>0.5). It is based on simple immersion and operates in about 2 weeks. However, samples become highly fragile and difficult to handle, and large tissue swelling is observed. The same laboratory recently developed ScaleS, a method based on sorbitol and urea. Tissue processed with ScaleS presents good transparency and structural stability, potentially allowing its use also in a serial sectioning apparatus. The protocol lasts just few days, and the ultrastructure of the tissue is preserved, allowing subsequent analysis with electron microscopy.

Another protocol for fast, direct clearing of small brain regions is SeeDB, based on saturated fructose solutions. Although the protocol is quite simple and no significant swelling has been reported, the high viscosity of the clearing solution may represent a practical limitation.

Urea and fructose clearing have been combined in the FRUIT protocol.13 The authors reported that, with the addition of urea, clearing capabilities comparable to the one of SeeDB can be achieved at lower fructose concentrations, thus with a much less viscous immersion medium. Clear can provide direct and fast clearing of embryonic tissue and brain, well preserving endogenous fluorescence. However, to our knowledge no application of this protocol to adult mouse brain tissue has been reported. Furthermore, formamide poses serious safety issues due to its teratogenicity.

Another method demonstrated with TPFM is direct immersion in TDE. TDE is a nonviscous, nontoxic, and cheap medium, miscible with water in any ratio. The refractive index of TDE-water solutions can be finely tuned by changing their respective ratio. TDE-treated samples are rigid enough to be cut in a serial-sectioning apparatus. Furthermore, ultrastructural details are preserved, in case subsequent electron microscopy analysis would be of interest.

In general, all protocols suitable for whole-brain imaging of endogenous fluorescence (see Sec. 3.1.1)—provided that the refractive index of the final immersion medium is smaller than 1.52 (like CLARITY and CUBIC)—can be used as well in confocal and two-photon imaging of smaller regions. However, these approaches are usually technically complex and/or require longer incubation times, and their use in conjunction with TPFM might be an overwork. Nonetheless, the possibility to apply confocal or two-photon microscopy to CLARITY- or CUBIC-cleared samples allows imaging the same specimen with multiple techniques, in a correlative fashion.

### 3.2.2 Ex vivo tissue staining

Since it relies mainly on passive diffusion, IHC is easier for smaller tissue blocks than for whole organs (see Sec. 3.1.2).
Anyhow, porosity increase is a mandatory step to allow antibodies to effectively stain the entire sample. CLARITY can provide immunostaining of thick tissue slabs (1 to 2 mm) within a reasonable time.\textsuperscript{14,15}\textsuperscript{16} A recent development of this methodology, called SWITCH,\textsuperscript{17} replaced the original polyacrylamide mesh with a more stable glutaraldehyde one, allowing more than 20 IHC rounds while maintaining structural and molecular stability of the tissue.

Increased porosity helps \textit{ex vivo} staining also in hyperhydration-based methods, such as CUBIC,\textsuperscript{22} Scale\textsuperscript{23}S, Clear\textsuperscript{7,21} and FRUIT.\textsuperscript{13} A particularly intriguing feature of these methods is that brain lipid structures are preserved, allowing lipophilic labeling usually not possible with CLARITY-based methods (although it has been reported in SWITCH-processed mouse brains).

### 4 Discussion

The research of methods to clear and stain large portions of biological tissue (even entire organs) has garnered large attention in the recent years.\textsuperscript{7} A prominent reason for the flourishing of these techniques is the concurrent development of high-throughput microscopy imaging systems, which allow the reconstruction of large specimens with micrometric resolution.\textsuperscript{90} Nonetheless, the landscape of clearing technologies is often depicted just in chemical terms, without taking into proper account the imaging methods to which clearing protocols should be eventually coupled. Here, we tried to describe and classify existing techniques from a microscopist’s perspective, highlighting the fact that there is no “ultimate” clearing protocol, surmounting all the others in all applications. It is up to the end user to find out the method best suited for her application, by properly evaluating the right balance between costs (technical complexity, time, monetary costs, and so on) and benefits (image quality): unfortunately, this effort is necessary and cannot be overlooked. Our hope is that the application-oriented taxonomy described in this review can help researchers to restrict the space of their survey, speeding it up.

Given the strong connection between clearing and imaging, we believe that further integration between these two fields will benefit both. For instance, the development of microscope objectives corrected for immersion in high-refractive index ($n > 1.52$) organic solvents would significantly expand the application of these methods in both LSM and TPFM. Also, apparently side aspects of clearing protocol such as sample stiffness and compatibility with transparent embedding have large practical implications: their optimization would be relevant for serial-sectioning applications and for specimen mounting in LSM, respectively.

From an end-user’s perspective, it would be important to define common benchmarks to better compare clearing methods. Transmittance measurements of cleared samples are often reported, but some crucial parameters like the age of the animal or the kind of specimen used (whole brain, hemisphere, and slice) vary between different papers. Also, data from a significant number of samples should be reported, to take into account intersubject variability and highlight the reproducibility of the method. The transgenic animal model used is important as well: as pointed out in Ref. 27, most clearing methods are demonstrated in \textit{thy1} transgenes (usually line YFP-H or GFP-M),\textsuperscript{42} which are known for their outstanding brightness due to the large expression of fluorescent proteins. The demonstration of the method in other samples would be useful for a more realistic evaluation of fluorescence preservation.

Another field where benchmarking will be beneficial is sample staining. Chemical processing of the specimen can hinder some epitopes, preventing immunostaining. Therefore, successful whole-brain or whole-body labeling methods demonstrated with a specific antibody are not guaranteed to work with another one. Large-scale screening of multiple antibodies\textsuperscript{27} can help users identifying the protocol to use. Also, in quantifying antibody penetration, defining standard sample conditions in terms of species (mouse, rat, human, and so on), age and sample size is essential for proper comparison of different methods.

### 5 Conclusion

Tissue clearing methods, together with high-throughput microscopic imaging and subsequent image analysis, are paving the way toward a systemic study of biological systems, on an organ-wide or even organism-wide scale but with cellular or subcellular resolution. We expect that further methods will be presented in the next future, providing valuable tools for biomedical researchers. Furthermore, optimization and simplification of current methods will allow their usage on more robust and reproducible basis. Anyhow, we do not expect that a single method will be dominant over the others: researchers will rather need to choose the right method based on their microscope and on their application. We would like to conclude this review of current clearing methods for fixed tissue with a checklist that might be useful to contextualize newly published methods, and to better figure out their potential:

1. Which technique is used to validate the clearing method? If only images acquired with TPFM are shown, the method might not be suitable for LSM, and vice versa.
2. What is the age of the samples used? Young tissue can be cleared and stained much easier than older tissue.
3. Is the depth at which fluorescence images are taken specified? Image quality might be poor at depths higher than shown.
4. What is the total amount of time needed for the protocol, from the beginning of the process to imaging? How does it vary with sample’s size and age?
5. What are the possible practical issues with the method? How complex is the equipment needed? Are toxic chemicals used? Is the sample difficult to handle after clearing?
6. What is the estimated cost of the protocol?
7. In case LSM is used, what is the resolution used? Low resolution images do not guarantee by themselves that the method will perform with high-resolution LSM (employing detection objectives with higher NA).
8. In case, which transgenic animal line is used? Remember that \textit{thy1} lines are more fluorescent than most other lines.
9. In case IHC results are shown, how many antibodies are tested? On samples of which size? Is a list of validated antibodies provided?
We hope that this short checklist could help interested readers to quickly find out the pros and cons of oncoming clearing protocols, spreading the use of these technologies to advance our knowledge of biological systems such as the whole mammalian brain.
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